
Controlled Methods Test (CMT) – Weekly Update: August 12, 2022

This is your weekly update regarding the Controlled Methods Test (CMT) sent to you from the TKPOA
Owner Communication Working Group (comprised of volunteer Homeowners). We are committed to
providing our fellow TKPOA Homeowners with these weekly updates, until the time that the turbidity
curtains are removed.

KEY POINTS:

● Results last week show that Triclopyr concentrations are now back near the multi-week
trend line.

● Re-opening for Labor Day weekend possible in Restricted Area B IF we see trend line
reductions this week and next.

● Restricted Area A appears to be running a week behind Area B.
● TRPA and Blankinship & Associates support TKPOA efforts to better understand the

degradation of Triclopyr with additional lab analysis.

The Emergency Boating Rule: The boating restriction expires on August 19 th, yet we are still a few
weeks from re-opening. The TKPOA board will revisit the Emergency Rule during its open session next
Wednesday, August 17 at 5:00PM. Members can attend the meeting at the pavilion or via zoom. Details
available at www.tkpoa.com

Boat Launch & Retrieval: A reminder that TKPOA property owners have unlimited launch and retrieval
privileges at the Keys Marina. To launch, just show your TKPOA membership card, valid boat registration
and a current Tahoe sticker. To retrieve, just show your membership card and pull your boat. Your boat
and trailer will get a new “Tahoe seal” after retrieval. Note: the city is actively ticketing trailers parked
outside the marina, so please park your trailer in your neighborhood. Parking restrictions in the Keys have
been relaxed due to the CMT.

Triclopyr Concentrations: The monitoring results for 63DAT (9 weeks after treatment) that were
received late last week raised some serious red flags (TA-IRW Tracking sheet attached).  In two areas
(1-2-3 and 5-10-11), lab results indicated a ~30% increase in triclopyr concentrations week on week. The
project team initiated a number of actions to help us understand and interpret the data.

Fortunately, we saw two data points early this week indicating that triclopyr degradation is back near the
trend line. If we continue to see a degradation rate > 33% per week in Area B, it's possible that the
curtains could be removed before Labor Day weekend. Attached is a conceptual schedule that shows the
necessary steps to get there. Unfortunately, Area A appears to be running about one week behind Area
B.  If we’re on track for “non-detect” before Labor Day, the WQ Team will work with the agencies to see if
we can somehow streamline the administrative elements of re-opening.

The WQ has stopped stirring with the Omnicat and Harvester 5.  It was very effective at dispersing areas
of high concentration, but the data suggests that it is not accelerating degradation.

Additional lab support: The TRPA monitoring team will help the TKPOA collect additional data to help
us understand why triclopyr levels remain high.  Next week, Blankinship & Associates (herbicide
monitoring contractor) will work with TKPOA staff to add a split, filtered sample to our regular monitoring
for sites 12-13-14.  This effort, plus some “matrix calibration” work before the curtains are removed, will
give us important insight into the mix between dissolved and suspended herbicide and a deeper
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understanding of the monitoring data we’re seeing.  We are also planning to send ½ of the filtered sample
to a second lab so we can compare results. This data could be critical to determining how we might use
triclopyr more effectively in future.

For additional information and updates, please refer to the TKPOA Water Quality website at
www.keysweedsmanagement.org or follow us on Instagram at @tahoekeyspoa_wq. You can also contact
the TKPOA Association Office, at 530-542-6444, Monday – Friday from 8:30AM – 4:30PM, Saturday and
Sunday from 10:00AM – 2:00PM.

If you have questions, contact the TKPOA Water Quality Department directly by calling 530-542-6444,
ext. 275 Monday – Friday from 8:30AM – 4:30PM or by email at waterquality@tahoekeyspoa.org
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